Get started with using URKUND

As computer literacy varies widely among teaching staff, URKUND was developed specifically to be a very user-friendly system that most can use without any prior training, and with time, nearly everyone starts using the system. Introducing an educational support system such as URKUND may, however, sometimes mean introducing a collective approach to tackling plagiarism and the need to have all colleagues onboard from the outset. To facilitate this process, URKUND offers the lecture **URKUND On site training - Get started** where we go through the system both in theory and practice as well as discuss the problem of plagiarism. Afterwards, participants will know how simple it is to use URKUND as a method of having students submit essays and a previously perceived high learning curve will be regarded as a lot lower. Everyone can get started right away!

The lecture is between 90 and 120 minutes, depending on the amount of questions received. Please contact us for a quote on URKUND Training.

The lecture looks at:

- What can URKUND help you with?
- URKUND’s underlying functionality
- URKUND’s different user interfaces; the report, the analysis (overall functionality)
- The lecture is theoretical in nature but those who want to bring a laptop or a tablet may of course do so.
- If URKUND is integrated with a learning management system in the organization, we adjust the lecture to cover this wherever possible.
URKUND On Site Training - Advanced User

Learn more about the capabilities of the system

When URKUND has been used for some time in the organisation, staff there may want to learn a little more about the opportunities the system offers. Our lecture URKUND On Site Training - Advanced User is an excellent way to maximize the utility of the service and provide users with additional tools for effective work. We look, among other things, more deeply at the opportunities that the URKUND analysis provides for review and the web-based inbox to which every teacher has access. We also go through students’ opportunities to manage documents.

Content:

- URKUND different user interfaces; the web based inbox, the analysis (deeper functionality, interpretation), student features
- The lecture is theoretical in nature but those who want to bring a laptop or a tablet may of course do so.
- If URKUND is integrated with a learning management system in the organization, we adjust the lecture to cover this wherever possible.

Equipment

We need a lecture room with a whiteboard, an Internet-connected PC, projector and canvas. If the room is large or if there are many participants, it may be practical to use a PA system with a headset. If URKUND is used with a learning management system it is desirable that a member of staff with access to it is present.

The lecture is between 60 and 90 minutes, depending on the amount of questions received. Please contact us for a quote on URKUND Training.